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What if your favourite toy became real & life-size and helped YOU be the hero 
that saves the day? 



CONCEPT
In a small African town just outside world-famous game reserve Casa Ilanga, a small group of friends get together 

every afternoon after school.



An emergency situation arises 
in/around the town.

A burst water-pipe, a truck full of 
paint-cans that has spilled on the 

road, or even a bride that’s late for 
her wedding!

No one can save the day like Wolf, 
his imaginary friend (In the form of 

his wolf-doll) and his friends!

So, they talk out a plan while 
drawing it in the sand. 

Excited to Go! Go! Go! they put 
their wire cars into action and 

dissolve into an imaginary world 
where they become the drivers of 
their awesome wire-rescue-cars!



The following intercuts precede the friends moving from “real world” to the “imaginary 
state” where they are all driving their wire-cars. 

Sound design proposal for intercuts: The Boyoyo Boys inspired instrumental 

INTERCUT 1

Plan summed up in 3 
drawings in sand

INTERCUT 2

As a call to action, they all shout 
“Tshetshisa!!!” 

(Vernac for Go!Go!Go!)

INTERCUT 3

A shot of Wolf’s wire-
car’s wheel driving 

through mud



Wolf’s imaginary friend, his soft-toy Wolf is now the same size as everyone else. She has also lost her doll-like 
features and looks like the rest of the friends. 

The friends and rest of the world stays in ratio, it is basically only the wire-cars that have now grown in size.



As the friends solve the physical emergency at hand a second unexpected situation arises. This forces one or 
more character to overcome an emotional or fear-driven barrier in order to be able to complete the task at 

hand. 
They have saved the day!



Characters
CHARACTERS
Our characters are intentionally created to be various 
ages, different animals and from different economic 
levels in the community. 
They do however have one thing in common. They all 
get home from school in the afternoon and they all 
want to play! 

They accept each other regardless of any differences.

Not all characters are featured in every episode

ACTION VEHICLES
Each character has their own distinctive wire car to 
suit their personality. 
Every car has been customised with extra attributes 
that help the characters on their missions.

Apart from providing excitement & action for the 
young audience, the wire cars also offer a unique 
merchandising opportunity. 
They bring up a nostalgia in a wide range of African 
audience whilst also being a completely new concept 
to different parts of the world. 



Wolf & Wolf
Animal: Wolf
Age: 7
Gender: Male & Female 
Vehicle: Off-road vehicle
Character Attributes: Leader, practical, calm, 
trustworthy, brave, empathetic, social

Extra: Whilst Wolf (boy) is completely capable, 
practical, pleasant, inquisitive and fearless, his 
imaginary friend serves as his constant companion in 
making decisions, plans, expressing emotion and 
building self-confidence. 

Even when not in imaginary state, we can see there 
is a bond that the other friends are not aware of. 

When the friends go into their imaginary world, soft-
toy Wolf becomes the driver of the wire car and a 
similar size to all the other friends. (i.e. transforms 
from soft-toy to character)



Gwedi & Talitha
Animal: Meerkats
Age: 8
Gender: Female
Vehicle: Large utility truck with tow-bar. This 
truck also converts into an ambulance / firetruck
by pulling a “sail” over the frame at back.

Character Attributes:
Gwedi & Talitha are best friends and take-charge, no
fuss kind of girls! 

Gwedi: Streetsmart, Gwedi is the typical popular & 
pretty one. Sometimes overlooked as lucky and 
privileged, Gwedi is warm, loving & kind. She is not to 
be messed with and is fiercely loyal to her friends. 

Talitha: Naturally smart, Talitha often comes across as 
the most mature character.  Talitha is long &lean, 
sporty, organized, practical. She also wears glasses, 
which shows you’re not only a typical nerd when 
wearing glasses. 



Logan
Animal: Monkey
Age: 8
Gender: Male
Vehicle: Off-road double-cab truck, 
kitted out with various tools

Character Attributes: 

Logan is the strong character (even though 
he is not the biggest), he is a bit of a 
cowboy, not the smartest character of the 
bunch but has a big heart. He is often 
challenged by Gwedi and Talitha and this, 
together with his goofiness offers many 
comedic opportunities. 



Sibu
Animal: Lion
Age: 8
Gender: Male
Vehicle: SUV

Character Attributes: 

Sibu is the smartest one in the group, 
comes from a family with high expectations. 
He can also be a bit nerdy and unwittingly 
goofy. Sibu always has all the facts but 
sometimes needs to accept that smarts are 
not all you need to solve a problem



Peyton
Animal: Mouse
Age: 5
Gender: Female
Vehicle: Vintage.
Peyton’s car has a basket at the back 
which holds an endless array of 
creative tools/objects. The Mary 
Poppins of carboots! 

Character Attributes:

Peyton is creative & brave. She is also the 
youngest and smallest animal of the group. 
She can come across as slightly ditsy and 
dramatic, but is also very smart. Peyton is 
not as privileged as some of her friends 
which makes her more creative in solving 
her/others’ problems.



Mofoyo
Animal: Giraffe
Age: 6
Gender: Male
Vehicle: Sports car (Mofoyo has the fastest car   

in the group)

Character Attributes: 

Shy, funny, slightly clumsy. Mofoyo is one of the 
younger friends of the group. Even though he 
actually has a large personality and can be very 
funny, he sometimes struggles to accept himself 
and can easily be bullied by older Logan and 
Sibu. Mofoyo has to learn to stand up for 
himself. 



ADULT characters
The main cast is supported by a 
standard set of adult characters that 
feature repetitively.

These adult characters, such as warm 
& loving UMama Impisi (Wolf’s mom 
and owner of Phiri Phiri restaurant) or 
big-hearted but stern Jabulani (lodge 
security guard) can also get involved in 
either the problem and/or solution in 
some stories. 

Other recurring adult characters 
include Sibu’s dad (the Game Reserve 
veterinarian) and Peyton’s mom (a 
stallholder at the local market)



World
As our world is set in a busy small African town, the 
physical problems are often uniquely related to the 
environment and cultures of Africa. 

The emotional hurdles the friends face are however 
universal such as fear, bravery, acceptance, standing up 
for your beliefs, joy and sadness. 

This makes for a fresh & exciting visual feast of authentic 
African settings and cultural elements mixed with the 
familiarity of relatable characters.

Please immerse yourself in the below links which show 
the mood, colour-palette , community & vibrancy of the 

world we want to portray.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K4sncKR1w0&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2D1UpCkfX0&t=8s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K4sncKR1w0&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2D1UpCkfX0&t=8s


SETTING

Our world is set in a small African 
town that borders a world-famous 
Game Reserve “Casa Ilanga”

Many of the town’s people 
(including some of the parents of 
our characters) work inside Casa 
Ilanga

This setting offers a vast variety of 
story-opportunities that can vary 
from community problems in the 
town to environmental issues in 
the game reserve.

- Big Tree (town centre)
- Market
- Fisherman’s Harbour
- Waterhole /  Waterpump
- Phiri Phiri restaurant
- Hairdresser
- Spaza Shop
- Mechanic’s yard
- Casa Ilanga Game Reserve
- Cliffs
- Farms
- Sea/Bay



Stories
Story 1
Monkeys can’t be afraid of heights

As the main pipe leading to the elephant waterhole at 
Big Tree suddenly bursts, a large fountain erupts.

The gang makes a plan to temporarily stop the pipe with 
a roll of fabric from Peyton’s boot, while Logan goes to 
close the mainline tap situated at Cliff Edge.

Wolf and Wolf winches Logan down, who unexpectedly 
discovers he has a fear of heights. He freezes and can’t 
focus on the task at hand.

To calm Logan and give him courage, Wolf and Wolf 
starts singing a song. 

As Logan chimes in, his fear dissolves and whilst singing 
the song, he’s able to close the tap.

Story 2
The Wedding Speech

The town is expecting a big wedding at the lodge.
Mofoyo’s cousin that is getting married has asked him to be 
the ring-bearer.
The bride is running late because of a big tree that fell in the 
road.
Mofoyo needs to fetch her with his fast car while Wolf and 
Wolf removes the tree from the road with their off-road truck. 
The bride suprises Mofoyo by asking him if he will also make a 
speech at the wedding.
Mofoyo is a very shy guy and scared that people will laugh at 
him. 
But his cousin needs him and Mofoyo builds up the courage to 
make the speech.
Even though he stumbles at the beginning, the speech is a 
roaring success.



Story 3
Colourful Mrs Snake

A truck full of paint cans overturns on it’s way to town.
The road is full of paint.
Wolf & Wolf, Gwedi & Talitha and Sibu decide to go help the truck 
and clean up the paint by turning Gwedi & Talitha’s truck into a fire-
pickup truck.
Wolf & Talitha moves the truck out of the road with their vehicles, 
Gwedi & Wolf picks up the paint buckets.
As they move the truck they discover a snake & it’s eggs in the 
middle of the road. They can’t clean up the paint until they have 
moved the snake.
But everyone is busy except Sibu who has been checking to see if the 
driver is okay.

Sibu is deathly afraid of snakes and needs to focus on the knowledge 
his father, the Lodge Veterinarian has taught him about snakes. 
With the help of his friends, he remains calm and verbally calls out 
the actions he needs to perform to remove the snake from the road.

Story 4
Magnificent Monsieur Caniche

A famous French designer, Monsieur Caniche is having his big fashion 
show at the lodge.

But tragedy has struck and all the clothes for his show got lost at 
sea.

Peyton’s mom owns the fabric shop at the market, so the gang offers 
to help Monsieur Caniche create an entire new range.

They all jump in to help.

But Monsieur Caniche is struck with a panic attack. He needs to 
design everything from scratch and is afraid that it won’t be good 
enough for his celebrity crowd.

While the rest of the gang finishes the range, Wolf & Wolf 
encourages Monsieur Caniche to trust in his abilities and intuition.

The fashion show turns out to be the best one Monsieur Caniche has 
ever done.



FORMAT
• Episode opens with Wolf and friend(s) playing outside. Their wire-cars are either 

part of the game or parked close-by.

• An emergency arises in/around the town

• The friends figure out a way to solve the problem and draws their plan in the 
ground/sand.

• The following intercuts precede the friends moving from “real world” to the 
“imaginary state” where they are all driving their wire-cars. 

INTERCUT 1: Plan summed up in 3 drawings in sand

INTERCUT 2: As a call to action, they all shout “Tshetshisa!!!” (Vernac for Go!Go!Go!)

INTERCUT 3: A shot of Wolf’s wire-car’s wheel driving through mud, 

• -Driving shot towards problem 

Wolf’s imaginary friend, his soft-toy Wolf is now the same size as everyone else. She   
has  also lost her doll-like features and looks like the rest of the friends. 

The friends and rest of the world stays in ratio, it is basically only the wire-cars that   
have now grown in size.

• The friends arrive to solve the first problem (PROBLEM 1: Physical)
• Within this process a second problem arises (PROBLEM 2: Emotional). A character 

related to solving PROBLEM 1 undergoes an anxiety related problem .. 

• The friends, now again pushing their wire cars, walk back home, having saved the 
day and learnt a valuable life lesson. It’s almost time for dinner!  

Target Market: Pre-school (2 – 7 yr old)
Might also be popular in the bridge 4-7/8 yr old space

Episode length: 11 minutes

Style: 2D Animation 
A Fast-Paced, Character-Driven

Action Adventure!



Series Goal
Through play and problem solving, this series aims to provide toddlers with the tools they need to identify and 

resolve anxiety. 

When watching these fun-filled, action-packed & fast-
paced episodes, children learn the value of facing 

problems head-on and in this way build inner-strength 
and self-confidence. 

By using age-related recognizable items (such as a soft-toy 
companion) and methods such singing, drawing in the 
sand and playing in an imaginary world, toddlers are 
unwittingly presented with anxiety-control tools. 

Coming from different schools, our characters play 
together every afternoon after school. Relating to kids of 
working and/or disassociated parents, they keep busy by 
themselves and have in this way created a world where 
they are the heroes and need to solve their problems 
without adult guidance.  

Without ever bringing it to call, we have introduced a variety of elements 
through which the friends showcase anxiety control methods: 

The lead-characters are a boy (Wolf) and his imaginary friend 
(Wolf), which comes in the form of the soft-toy he always carries 
around. 

An imaginary friend is a companion with whom to share fears, failures and 
excitement. 

It helps a child feel less alone in a stress-full situation, can become a sound-
board for solving problems and even help a child develop emotionally & socially. 

Within this series, we portray how Wolf’s wolf-doll is an important part of his 
cognitive thinking. She helps him reason out problems, serves as aid to his 
memory/knowledge-base, shares joy and gives him the confidence to help his 
friends & others solve problems. 

In their imaginary state, the wolf-doll loses all her doll-like features and 
becomes a twin-version of the character Wolf.



Facing fears head-on

According to series-development consultants Dr. Ronél le Roux & 
Dr. Rina de Klerk (Authors of "Emotional Intelligence for children 
and teens. A practical guide for parents and teachers.") ), facing
anxiety is one of the most important tools for minimizing it.  

Ignoring or hiding from the problem only grows the angst 
associated with it. 

We showcase the facing of, decision making, repercussions thereof 
and satisfaction of a resolved problem in each episode.

This shows that there is an end-result to facing a difficult problem 
and that it is not always as bad as the “what ifs” associated with 
angst. 

Anxiety Control Methods
Within each episode we hope to instill a method of practical 
anxiety control steps that children will be able to remember 
when they face a problem of their own. This is done in a 2-step 
phase: 

Problem/Scenario 1: Community problem (Story Driver)
The friends break down the problem and solution into practical 
steps suited to their abilities and strengths. I.e.

a) control your anxiety by breaking the problem into  
smaller pieces

b ) focus on your strengths

Problem/Scenario 2: Emotional problem
One/more character undergoes an emotional journey which 
hampers his/her ability to complete the mission. The character 
is encouraged to face the problem and in the process grows self-
confidence by overcoming. Within this scenario we implement 
tools such as :
• “ Singing a song that makes you feel brave” 
• “ Believe in yourself” (i.e. self-motivation)
• “Just breath deeply (and don’t look down!!)” (i.e. calm down)
• Reminding yourself of having overcome bigger troubles



Why focus a pre-school series on anxiety? 
Anxiety is said to be one of the leading causes of depression, lack of productivity in the work-place and far worse, suicide within not only adults but also in a growing 

number of teens and even pre-teens. 

It is predicted that as the noise and speed of our inter-connected lives grow, as digital information moves faster and louder, rates of anxiety will follow suit. Learning to 
analyze and control one’s anxiety will be a key factor in the emotional well-being, creativity and productivity for future generations. 

We now know that the age where children are faced with social and digital pressures are becoming younger and younger. 
As the world moves faster, more children are growing up without the parental emotional support they need and more children are exposed to un-supervised digital 

platforms. 

Giving them the ability to self-regulate their physical & emotional reaction to fears and uncertainties, sets them up to be able to handle problems such as cyber-bullying, 
fear of failure and fear of rejection right into adult-hood. 
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